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PREFACE
In August 2005 our house was burgled & war medals earned by both Thomas (WW1) & George
Brooks (WW2) were stolen. I had photographed the medals some time prior to this so I was able
to supply the police with pictures. Unfortunately this did not help recover them.
I rang military medal collectors, Wollongong RSL Club, shops selling military memorabilia, visited
antique & second hand shops but all to no avail.
Feeling quite upset about the whole affair I decided I would do something about finding &
recording all I could about my three uncles (Tom Brooks & William Walker, WW1) & George
Brooks, (WW2) who had fought overseas for their country. I started with Uncle Tom Brooks &
soon discovered the extent of the information available via the internet. By doing this I feel I have
come to know him, a great reward for the work & time involved.
Unfortunately, I have little information on Tom’s life prior to joining the army. If any relative has
photos, certificates, other medals (including a large bronze plaque sent I believe to the mothers of
soldiers killed in WW1) or information on the property where he was born, his personality,
accomplishments, home life, etc, I would appreciate very much if you could contact me with
details for inclusion in any update if this is warranted. If necessary, I can scan copies of
documents or take photographs of other items with a digital camera.
I wish to thank Ian Burgess, my grandson & so, one of Tom Brooks’ great-great nephews, for his
help with many photos taken at Villers-Bretonneux & Pozieres areas. He also sent me books with
detailed information of the battles in the Pozieres area. Thanks also to Steve Webb, my cousin &
a nephew of Tom, for photos & to the Kangaroo Valley Museum which has acquired Tom’s
Commemorative Plaque & several documents on display since my last visit.
More recent information about Tom has kindly been made available to me by courtesy of Andrew
Wilson of Minnamurra. He gave me copies of copies of letters written by Eric Tate, a great uncle
of Andrew’s & a mate of Tom’s from Upper Kangaroo River. Eric & Tom were together from
embarkation at Sydney until Tom was killed in action in France.

Ron Brooks
25 Shoobert Crescent,
KEIRAVILLE NSW 2500.
02 4229 8052
0400 117 681
th
20 February 2010
ronwbrooks@bigpond.com
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THOMAS BROOKS

Tom Brooks
Tom Brooks was born on November 11, 1886, the second child (eldest son) of Alf &
Anne (nee Wright) Brooks1 who farmed a property at Barrengarry.

Alf Brooks & all his sons (circa 1915)
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As young men, Tom & his next brother, Bill, took over & worked another farm at
Barrengarry near their parents, sharing the delights of bush living.

Tom & brother, Bill, on their Barrengarry property.
Tom was interested in photography, no doubt because of his father’s similar interest.
The need for plenty of water to wash prints after fixing was met by leaving them in
running water in the nearby creek. In one episode, however, eels decided they wanted to
taste the prints & proceeded to wreck them.
Tom had many friends in the Valley, including Eric Tate of the Oakdale farm at Upper
Kangaroo River. Tom & Eric were to be together in the war until Tom was killed. Eric
wrote many letters back to his family in the Valley & these are now in the Australian War
Memorial at Canberra. They are very informative & make many references to Tom, Bill
Walker, Fred Wright (another relative of ours ??) & Albert Harvey who was close to Tom
when he was killed.

THE GREAT WAR
At the time of the war, Australia was constitutionally bound to the British Empire. The
Australian people reacted to the outbreak of war in an unprecedented manner of
enthusiasm & pledged allegiance to their king & country42. Consequently, thousands of
men volunteered to fight for Australia & the British Empire. Tom’s father, Alf, was born in
England & had many relatives still living there, adding to the family’s desire to help
protect the Mother Country.
Tom enlisted on 17/8/1915. He was accepted into the Army2 at a daily pay of 5/-.
At the Liverpool training camp soldiers received basic weapons training & instruction in
military procedure. This training was traditional & tough with parade ground drill, route
marches with poor quality, basic army food. Soldiers were issued with a uniform, basic
equipment & webbing. The woolen khaki AIF battledress was drab & baggy, designed to
be functional & serviceable in war. Over their breeches & good quality Australian made
boots they wore puttees – long strips of cloth wound around their legs from ankle to
knee. The most distinctive feature of the AIF uniform was the slouch hat turned up on the
left side on which was attached the rising sun badge.
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ARMY DETAILS
Regimental Number 2908
A Company3
20th Battalion (6th Reinforcement)4
5th Brigade5
2nd Division5
1st ANZAC Corps6
Australian Imperial Force
Later, in France, the 2nd Division, AIF, became part of the British Reserve Army
(renamed the 5th Army), 1st ANZAC Corps6.

OVERSEAS SERVICE
His Attestation Paper4 necessary for overseas service was signed at Liverpool, NSW, on
30/10/1915. This paper included personal details of Tom:
Age:
Height:
Weight:
Chest Measurement:
Complexion:
Eyes:
Hair:
Religious Denomination:
Distinctive Marks:

27 years 9 months
5’10½”
168 lbs
34 – 38 “
Fair
Hazel
Sandy
Methodist
Right ear split, large scar on centre of chest

Tom’s youngest brother, George, recalled him coming home in uniform on final leave
one evening, just on dusk. That was the last time they ever saw Tom.7
Within days of signing the Attestation Paper, Tom embarked8 on 2/11/1915, on HMAT
‘Euripides’ bound for Egypt & Europe. Bill Walker was also on board allocated to the
same battalion as Tom.

HMAT Euripides
Statistics: 15,050 tons,
15 knots
Commonwealth Control ended 2 June 1917
Original Owner: G Thompson & Co Ltd London9
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During the voyage to Egypt for further training the “Valleyites” were good sailors except
for Fred Wright. Seasickness was not the only problem for the troops with Tom (as well
as Bill Walker & the rest of the Kangaroo Valley boys as well) contracting mumps in early
December45. Tom was admitted to the 4th Auxiliary Hospital10 at Abbassia in Cairo on
3/12/1915. Eric Tate wrote home to his mother from Cairo on the 19th December saying:
“Tom Brooks has just about got over the mumps but he has three weeks quarantine to
do in the hospital”.
This hospital was typically located away from battle zones but treated all types of
patients- casualties, disease & other sicknesses. It was staffed throughout the war by the
Australian Nursing Service which served wherever Australian troops were sent. At
Abbassia there was a one thousand bed tent hospital with no floor covering, serviced by
a Matron, 15 Sisters & 30 Staff Nurses. It is interesting to compare this with the Royal
Melbourne in 1990 with 700 beds with 700 nurses, excluding administration. Acting
under such adverse conditions, these ladies proved themselves to be of awesome
dedication & truly worthy of the title ‘front-line angels’.11
Tom Brooks returned to duty on 4/1/1916 with the 6th Reinforcement & was “TOS”
(Taken On Strength) of Battalion at Australia Hill in the Canal Zone on 5/2/1916 for
further training12.
Eric Tate wrote to his mother on 25/1/1916 telling her that Tom Brooks & Bill Walker
were both in his tent now & both were well. On the 11/2/1916 he wrote that Tom was the
only Valley boy with him now as Bill Walker had been transferred to another Battalion.
The 6th reinforcement joined the main part of the 2nd Division (part of the 1st ANZAC
Corps) under the command of Major General J G Legge13. The staff included Major T A
Blamey, later Field Marshal Sir Thomas Blamey. The main force of the 2nd Division had
arrived from Gallipoli to join the British Expeditionary Force at Alexandria. The BEF
embarked at Alexandria on 18/3/1916 on the HMT ‘Ingoma’ bound for France.
Enemy submarines were active in the Mediterranean during the passage of the 1st
ANZAC Corps from Alexandria to Marseilles14.1. The transport ships which now carried a
gun on the poop deck, sailed singly & were escorted part of the way by destroyers or
sloops. Soldiers on guards wearing life jackets & stationed on the upper decks during
daylight hours, kept watch for any sign of a periscope. During the night the life jackets
substituted as pillows. All lights on the ship’s exterior were extinguished for a total
blackout.
British medical authorities in France14.2 were highly concerned that diseases, so far
absent on the Western Front might be introduced. The Australians about to reach France
were inoculated with TB vaccine & their clothes disinfected as a precaution chiefly
against the dreaded typhus. Finally, under orders of GHQ, an inspection for venereal
disease had been held during the voyage.
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THE WESTERN FRONT
At Marseilles, the first Australians to disembark14.3 were given an enthusiastic reception
by the French people with a regimental brass band & crowds cheering. After this,
because of fears of undisciplined behaviour of Australian troops, transit of the men from
the docks to the trains was as rapid & unostentatious as possible14.4.
After disembarking at Marseilles on 25/3/1916 several Australian divisions, including the
Second were sent north by train to a region near the Belgian border.
For most of the troops their first few days in France & their journey north formed an
unforgettable experience. To the Australians, accustomed to their homeland bush &
coming straight from three months in the desert, this country was a fairyland with redroofed farms surrounded by orchards in full blossom & fresh green fields of the
European spring15.
Here, also, most of them came into contact for the first time with the warm hearted
people of France16. During train stops, the French authorities or groups of local ladies
organized refreshments for the troops & pressed on them gifts of fruit & wine. The
journey was free of bad behaviour except for the cases of a few men whom the locals
had treated over liberally17.
The journey, however, was slow, taking about 58 hours with the train carrying rations for
the whole journey. The infantry was mainly in 3rd Class carriages & the officers in 1st.
The trip was slow to prevent disturbances with artillery horses in covered trucks attached
to the train. As they travelled further north, the weather became much colder, wet & less
inviting. The cold which was different to what they had experienced one week before
under the blazing sun in Egypt18.
On arrival at their destination the 2nd Division detrained at Aire a small town on the
southern edge of French Flanders19.
All soldiers had been issued blankets, woolen vests, woolen drawers, cardigan jackets,
steel helmets, gas helmets, anti-gas satchels & anti-gas goggles. The gas-masks had
been changed from the original design to cope with the introduction of phosgene gas
added by the Germans to the chlorine gas20.
The Australian 1st, 2nd (including the 20th Battalion), 4th & 5th Divisions were then moved,
in April 1916, to the front line trenches near Armentieres. This was in an area dubbed
‘the nursery’ for the men to gain familiarity with new weapons of modern warfare
including gas. On 5/5/1916, the 20th Battalion had the dubious honour of being the first
Australian battalion to be attacked by the Germans21. Normally a relatively quiet sector,
on Friday night of the 5th it was anything but quiet. It was simply hell let loose for about
21/2 hours with periods of sharp fighting, shelling & heavy raids. The storm of shells &
mortar bombs left a long Battalion casualty list of 600 men dead or wounded by the end
of June.
From the northern battlefield several Australian divisions, including the 2nd, were moved
over 100 km to the south to Pozieres, a very strategic area held by the German forces.
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Eric Tate wrote on 2/7/1916 that “Old Farmer Brooks” is in the best of health”.
From 23/7/1916 to 5/8/1916, the Australian divisions were involved in a costly but
successful struggle for Pozieres village22. After a British attempt to take the village, the
1st Division of the 1st ANZAC Corps (while still in the process of relocating from the north)
was placed under the control of the Reserve Division (later renamed the British 5th Army)
& launched their offensive at 12.30 am on 23/7/1916, a mere 2 days after their arrival on
the Somme.
The German occupied village, Pozieres, & its adjacent windmill (Windmill Site) occupied
high ground dominated by a German observation post, the key to their defences in the
whole area23. Consequently it was one of the highest priority objectives from Day 1 of the
Somme attack by the 1st Division.

Location of the Australian 5th Brigade 20th Battalion pushing towards
OG2 (Old German Trench 2) during the battle for the Windmill site near Pozières43
The 2nd Division, which included the 5th Brigade, relieved the1st Division on 29/7/1916 in
the area indicated on Map 1. Their first attempt to capture Pozieres on 29/7/1916 was an
expensive failure with more than 7,000 casualties in 12 days. Two companies of the 20th
Battalion, part of the 5th Australian Brigade advanced on the Germans in the corner
between the old Roman road, the rail tramway line & the OG1 (Old German) trench on
the left between the Tramline & Bapaume Road. Pressure for this quick attack meant
preparations had been poor. In particular, failure to construct ‘jumping off’ trenches close
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to the enemy lines left the assaulting infantry exposed to artillery & machine gun fire for
too long24.
The Battalion was to charge at midnight of the 28th of July. They were out on no-mans
land, wrote Eric Tate to his mother, waiting on allied artillery “to do their bit when the
Huns got sight of us & the next thing we got was their artillery fire & shell lobs for cover”.
Tom & Eric were separated in all of this. Bert Harvey, another Valley mate of theirs was
with Tom in a shell hole for shelter when another shell came over & hit Tom. It stripped
the pack & water bottle clean off Tom’s back & killed him instantly. Bert was hit on the
head & would certainly have been killed had it not been for his helmet. During the same
battle Eric was buried when a shell killed two soldiers near him. He was dug out when
the explosion of another shell caused a sandbag to smack him in the jaw knocking him
out. Luckily he was “none the worse for his experience ”. Sadly Eric was killed during
fighting in 1917.
So concentrated were the artillery barrages – hundreds of thousands of shells - that
Pozieres was all but obliterated during the fighting25. For men thrown into the battle
there, the experience was simply hell. The battlefield had become the focus of artillery
fire from both sides with shelling tearing up the ground, collapsing the trenches with any
protection blown away. Australian men once taught “the bullet & bayonet are the
deciding factors in fighting” saw at Pozieres the large ‘bullets’ from artillery dominated
the battlefield. Shrapnel tore men to pieces & high explosives blew them to bits. It was
the worst artillery shelling Australians experienced in the entire war26.
It was during this horror that Tom was killed on 29th July 1916 at Windmill Ridge.45

Overall, the three Australian divisions lost more than 23,000 men with 6,000 killed,
halving the 1st ANZAC Corps in less than 7 weeks.
Bert Harvey wrote28: “I was with him when he was killed at Pozieres & remember the
exact spot where the shell came and killed him. On two occasions after, I visited the spot
but either the body had been exhumed or buried in another spot.”
Tom’s body was never found.
The first notification to the family of Tom’s death came from the Victoria Barracks by
telegram asking the Senior Police Officer at Barrengarry to convey the tragic news about
Tom to his family.
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Copy of the telegram advising of Tom’s death
(the original of this in the Kangaroo Valley Museum is almost impossible to read).
A number of Tom’s belongings had been collected by the Army & were returned to his
father on 4/7/191734 on the ship “Beltana”.
These belongings were: “Films, Watch, Compass, Cards, Strap, Letters, Printing frame,
First Aid Book, Curios, Printing paper” (photography was also one of his father’s
hobbies).
After Tom’s death, the Brooks Family was to receive another blow. His brother, Bill, who
had ridden his horse to town (possibly the Barrengarry Post Office) was handed a
package from the Army for his father. Bill quickly headed for home on his horse. In his
haste he fell off & was killed – a double blow for Alf & Anne – the two eldest sons taken
from them in such a short time. The package contained Tom’s personal effects
recovered by the Army after he was killed.
A headstone in the Kangaroo Valley Cemetery is a memorial to them both but only Bill’s
body is buried there. Eric Tate, in one of his letters in 1917 to his mother, wrote
expressing his sorrow for the Brooks family in the Valley during this sad time.
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Headstone on memorial to Tom Brooks & grave
of his brother Bill in Kangaroo Valley Cemetery
Tom’s father, Alf, later wrote to the Army3 as, apparently, he wanted to visit his son’s
grave during his trip back to England in 1922. A year after the war had ended he
received information29 that “no advice has been received regarding the burial place of
your son, the late No. 2908, Private T. Brooks, 20th Battalion. An intensive search is now
being made over all the battle fields with the view of locating unregistered graves.”
The Army wrote to Albert Harvey30 asking him to give Tom’s father details of the locality
in which his son was killed. Alf could then pass it on to Australia House in London during
his visit in 1922 to assist in locating his son’s grave. Unfortunately nothing came of this.
After returning from his trip to England, Alf Brooks again wrote to the Army31 asking for
information about his son’s body or any ‘memorial stone’ placed in any cemetery in
France as he had been told “that they had given up searching in that place”. A reply32 on
11/5/1922 confirmed this.
Late in 1936, a letter from the Army Base Records33 said “in the case of your son and
other members of the A.I.F. who fell in France and who have no known graves, it is the
intention of the Government to inscribe the names of those Fallen on the National
Memorial to the Missing to be erected at Villers-Bretonneux”.
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WAR MEDALS
Tom’s war medals sent to his father, were the 1914/1915 Star on17/9/1920, the British
War Medal on 11/11/192135 & the Victory Medal received by his father on 15/2/192336.
Descriptions of the medals are:
1. The 1914/1915 Star inscribed with Tom’s name on the back – awarded for
service on the establishment of a ship or unit in a theatre of war (star shaped
medal),
2.

The British War Medal inscribed with Tom’s name on the rim – awarded for
entry into a theatre of war on duty, or who left places of residence & rendered
approved overseas service between 5/8/1915 & 11/11/1918 (silver coloured
round medal with the King’s head on one side),

3. The Victory Medal inscribed with Tom’s name on the rim – awarded to those who
served on the establishment of a unit in a theatre of war (a gold coloured medal
(with an angel on one side & “THE GREAT WAR FOR CIVILISATION” on the
other).

Australian War Medals earned by Tom Brooks
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In addition to the medals, a large bronze Memorial Plaque issued by the King to the
next-of-kin of British soldiers (which included Australian) killed in WW1 was received by
the family on 5/5/192237. The King’s message accompanied the Plaque.

Alf Brooks with his son’s photo, medals, Memorial Plaque & Certificate from the
Cambewarra Shire44

MEMORIALS
Tom’s name is recorded in many places so that he will be remembered in an appropriate
way for all times:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kangaroo Valley World War 1 Memorial
Australian War Memorial, Canberra, ACT
Commonwealth War Graves Commission, Villers-Bretonneaux, France
Shire of Cambewarra Certificate
Memorial Plaque from the King
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1. KANGAROO VALLEY – “OUR FALLEN HEROES”
A memorial is located in the township to remember their residents who were killed during
the Great War 1914-1918.

Detail on Kangaroo Valley Residents of Honour - World War 1
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2. ROLL of HONOUR - Australian War Memorial
Tom’s name is included in the Roll of Honour38 in the Australian War Memorial at
Canberra.

Roll of Honour Certificate for Thomas Brooks

LOCATION of Tom’s name on the ROLL of HONOUR38
Thomas Brooks’ name is located at Panel 90 in the Commemorative Area at the
Australian War Memorial (as indicated by the poppy on the plan).
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Location of Panel 90 at the Australian War Memorial, Canberra
The information on the Roll of Honour was supplied by his father. A copy of the original
document in his handwriting is kept in the records of the Australian War Memorial38.

Information for the AWM Roll of Honour in Tom’s father’s handwriting
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3. COMMONWEALTH WAR GRAVES COMMISSION MEMORIAL
VILLERS-BRETTONEUX, FRANCE
The Australian National Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux39 contains the names of
Australians who died in France & who have no known grave. An annual ANZAC Day
service, arranged by the Australian Embassy in Paris, is held at the memorial.

Thomas Brooks Memorial Certificate, Villers-Bretonneux Memorial, France.
The wall with inscribed soldier’s names is each side of the centre tower
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Tom Brooks’name on the wall of the Villers-Bretonneaux Memorial in
France
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4. SHIRE OF CAMBEWARRA MEMORIAL CERTIFICATE
This certificate from the President, Councillors, & Citizens of the Shire of
Cambewarra was presented to Tom’s parents.

Memorial Certificate from the Cambewarra Shire honouring those from the Shire
killed during the war.
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MEMORIAL PLAQUE

.

Tom’s Plaque mounted on wooden stand in the Kangaroo Museum. This
plaque was accompanied with a message from the King & a Scroll was
sent to the family of every British (including Australian, Canadian, etc)
soldier who was killed during WW1.
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.

Scroll attached to the Memorial Plaque
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THE BATTLE OF POZIERES
TOM’S WAR
1. The locations of Tom Brooks’ activities

Map of the French/Belgian border area
Tom Brooks fought in the areas near Lille close to the Belgian border and at Pozieres in
the Somme both marked with yellow stars.
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Map of the Somme & surrounding areas including Pozieres
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On 11/7/1916, General Sir Henry Rawlinson told the Commander-in-Chief, Sir Douglas Haig that
the successful continuation of the offensive in the area was being seriously jeopardized by the
stubborn resistance of the Germans in & around the village of Pozieres. It was his opinion
Pozieres was the key to the area possibly because of the commanding outlook from the bunker
occupied by the Germans at the “Windmill Site”. This was on a hill about 500 m past the northeastern end of the village on the main strategic old Roman road to Bapaume.

Detailed map of the Somme including Pozieres & the Windmill Site showing their
relationship to surrounding towns & areas45
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Pozieres on 27/7/191643

AIF positions at Pozieres 29/7/191643 with the Australian 5th Brigade pushing past
the Old German Trench No 1 (OG1) towards OG2 with the Windmill Site as the
objective.
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Tom’s battalion had the task of attacking the OGs between the main road & the railway. The
attack was set for 12.15 am following a 3 minute intense barrage which would pass on to OG2 for
a further 10 minutes before lifting to concentrate on areas behind the OGs. For several hours, the
success or failure of the attack was unclear but at 3.15 am news was definite but mainly bad. Two
th
companies of the 20 Battalion had been cut down even as they began to move forward. It is
probable Tom lost his life at this time.
This first major offensive by the Australian 2
3500 men since entering the line.

nd

Division was almost a total failure with losses of

General Gough had been given instructions by the commander-in-Chief, General Sir Douglas
Haig, to take Pozieres with as little delay as possible. As a consequence, Gough was the subject
of much criticism for insisting that Major-General Legge attack before the Australian had thorough
preparations before their initiation into trench warfare.

Layout of German & British forces at the time of the Battle of Pozieres43
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POZIERES NOW

Sign coming into Posières
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Main street in Pozieres before WW1

Main street in Pozieres after WW1
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Bronze plaque with story of Pozieres area
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Story of the Windmill Site on a bronze plaque at Pozieres
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German blockhouse on the Windmill Site

TheWindmill site today
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The Windmill site memorial today
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3. Pozieres Locomotive41

Steam locomotive at Puffing Billy, Melbourne.

This locomotive is identical to those used in WW1 in the Pozieres area for supplies of
ammunitions, food, etc. Australian forces took locomotives like these to service trench
warfare needs in France. This one, named 'Pozieres' after the terrible battle, It is now
preserved in the 'Puffing Billy' Museum in Melbourne.

Wrecked tramway at Pozierres43
Part of the tramway system at Pozieres for the transport of supplies to front line AIF
troops.
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Simulated WW1 trench (without the mud). This trench is set up in the Pozieres museum
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VILLERS-BRETONNEUX

Villers-Bretonneux is a small French village which the ANZACs recovered at great loss
from the Germans during World War One. A British General (who had won a Victoria
Cross) said that the Australian attack was ‘perhaps the greatest individual feat of the
war.’
The French were so thankful, they put a sign up in the village school. It is still there today. It says
‘Never forget Australia.’
The school is called Victoria College. The main street in Villers-Bretonneux is called Melbourne
Road. It has a restaurant called ‘The Kangaroo’.

Villers-Bretonneaux sign at entrance to town
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The Australian National Memorial, Villers-Bretonneux

The Villers-Bretonneaux Memorial (complete with scaffolding) containing the wall
with names of those soldiers killed in the WW1 in France & who have no known
grave

The Villers-Bretonneaux Memorial contains the names of over 10,000 Australians who
died in France & who have no known grave.
Although the Memorial commemorates those Australians who died in the First World
War, it was not actually completed until 1938 due to the Great Depression. During the
Second World War the Memorial was extensively damaged & repairs were carried out
subsequent to that conflict.
An annual ANZAC Day service, arranged by the Australian Embassy in Paris, is held at
the Memorial.
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.
Another view of the Memorial (without the scaffolding) including part of the wall
with soldiers’ names

Soldiers’ names on Memorial wall
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Another photo of Tom
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. Casualties

The Western Front directly touched the lives of countless Australian families. About
59,000 Australian soldiers died in World War 1. More than 45,000 of these, or 76%,
died on the Western Front compared to 8,000 (18%) at Gallipoli.
At Pozieres, three Australian divisions (1st, 2nd & 4th Divisions) had a staggering total of
23,000 casualties in 42 days. Of these 6,000 were killed.

2. Basic Army structure40

Formations

(sub-) units

Organisation Strength Made up of

Commanded by

Army

Two or more corps

General

Two or more divisions

Lieutenant
General

Corps

30,000
or more

Division

10,000 3 brigades
20,000

Brigade

2,500 5,000

Battalion

550 –
1000

4
4
Lieutenant
companies companies Colonel

Company

100 –
225

4 platoons 3 platoons Captain or Major

Platoon

30 - 60

4 (later 3)
sections

Section

9 – 16

Major General

WWI

WWII

4
battalions

3
battalions

Brigadier
(General)

3 sections Lieutenant
Corporal/Sergeant
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3. Part of the 2nd Division AIF

Structure of the 2nd DIVISION, 1st ANZAC Corps, AIF
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4. Kangaroo Valley Soldiers

Kangaroo Valley soldiers who fought for Australia in the Boer War,
WW1 & WW2. Two of Tom’s brothers served in WW2.
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